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This paper investigates the use of ooperative ommuni ations in the
ontext of IEEE 802.11b to ombat radio signal degradation. The performan e
gain of both an existing ooperative proto ol and the one proposed in the paper
is dis ussed. It is quantitatively shown how mu h the two ooperative proto ols
in rease throughput, lower delivery laten y, and extend transmission span, when
ompared to the onventional IEEE 802.11b proto ol. These features may help
improve onne tivity and network performan e in ad ho appli ations.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
WLAN's (wireless lo al area networks) have experien ed tremendous growth
and be ome the prevailing te hnology in providing wireless a ess to data users.
The family of IEEE 802.11 proto ols is perhaps the most widely adopted solution [10℄. It must be noted that wireless links do not have well de ned overage
areas. Propagation and hannel hara teristi s are dynami and unpredi table.
Small hanges in the node position or dire tion of mobility may result in signifi ant di eren es in the signal strength. Adaptation to su h onditions is a key
issue in today and future wireless ommuni ations.
One of the hara teristi s of the radio medium is its inherent broad ast
nature. Besides the intended destination, a signal transmitted by a sour e may
be re eived by other neighboring nodes that are within earshot. This broad ast
nature of the radio medium an be used to improve the system throughput by
having a node, other than the sour e and the destination, a tively help deliver
the data frame orre tly. The ooperating node is referred to as the relay. The
essen e of the idea is that, the destination bene ts from data frames arriving
via two statisti ally independent paths, i.e., spatial diversity.
The advantages of ooperative ommuni ations in lude the ability to inrease the radio hannel apa ity [6, 7, 14℄ and redu e the laten y of automati
?
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retransmission request proto ols [8, 9, 15℄. An IEEE 802.11b ooperative proto ol was introdu ed to improve both throughput and laten y of the medium
a ess ontrol (MAC) [3℄. Data frames transmitted by the sour e are re eived
by the relay, whi h in turn forwards them to the destination. The destination
a knowledges the re eived data frame dire tly to the sour e.
Other proto ols whi h exploit the broad ast nature of wireless medium to
a hieve potential gains have been proposed in [12, 13℄. In [13℄, the sour e attempts to transmit the data to destination dire tly and when the dire t transmission fails, the partner nodes help in retransmitting the same frame after a
ba ko pro ess. In [12℄, the proposed proto ol (ExOR), deals with routing a
pa ket from the sour e to the destination using the help of intermediate nodes
in a spe ial way as ompared to traditional routing.
In this paper, ooperative ommuni ations in the ontext of IEEE 802.11b
is further investigated. With the studied proto ol, attempts to re eive the data
frame transmitted by the sour e are simultaneously made at both the relay and
the destination. It is only when the destination is not su essful in the re eption
attempt, that the relay re-sends the data frame again. The advantage of this
approa h is to limit the relay's intervention to those ases when the sour e
transmission attempt is not su essful in rea hing the destination.
As dis ussed in the paper ooperative MAC proto ols help ope with radio
signal degradation. They provide higher throughput and lower laten y when
ompared to the onventional IEEE 802.11b proto ol. For a given throughput
target, they a hieve a maximum transmission span between the sour e and the
destination that is up to 50% greater than one of the onventional IEEE 802.11b
proto ol. These features ombined may help a hieve improved onne tivity and
performan e.

2 The Proposed Cooperative Proto ol
This se tion des ribes the ooperative proto ol proposed in the paper to enhan e
the performan e of IEEE 802.11b. For simpli ity, the proto ol is des ribed ignoring some ontrol frames, e.g., the request to send (RTS), lear to send (CTS).
The extension of the proto ol des ription to in lude these additional ontrol
frames is straightforward.
Assume that three nodes have agreed to ooperate2 , i.e., sour e S , destination D, and relay R. The proposed ooperative MAC proto ol is based on the
distributed oordination fun tion (DCF) de ned for the ad ho mode of the
IEEE 802.11b standard. As shown in Fig. 1, when transmitting a data frame, S
makes a dire t attempt to rea h D. While transmission takes pla e, R re eives
2
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Case 3: both S and R are unsu essful

and stores a opy of the data frame temporarily. Four ases are possible3 . The
time diagrams of the transmitted frames are shown in Figs. 2-5, respe tively.
3

In the four ases it is assumed that the a knowledgment is always re eived orre tly
by S . The extension to a ount for a knowledgment loss is straightforward.
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Case 4: both D and R do not re eive the data frame

1. Fig. 2: S transmitted frame is su essfully re eived at D. D responds with
a positive a knowledgment (ACK).
2. Fig. 3: S transmitted frame is su essfully re eived at R, but not at D. D
does not a knowledge the re eived data frame. Not re eiving the ACK from
D, R assumes that S 's attempt to rea h D has failed, and pro eeds with
the transmission of the data frame opy. R transmitted frame is su essfully
re eived at D. D responds to S with a positive ACK.
3. Fig. 4: Same as ase 2, but D does not re eive the frame transmitted by R.
4. Fig. 5: S transmitted frame is neither re eived su essfully at R nor at D.
For the ooperation proto ol to work as des ribed, time intervals between
transmission attempts must be hosen arefully. Spe i ally, for the transmission of a data frame, S must sense the hannel idle and wait for a time interval
denoted as distributed inter-frame spa e (DIFS)4 . For ACK transmission, D
does not need to wait. ACK is then re eived at S and R no later than a time
interval denoted as short inter-frame spa e (SIFS). SIFS takes into a ount
various laten y fa tors, e.g., MAC software, trans eiver hardware, and radio
signal propagation. Both DIFS and SIFS are de ned in IEEE 802.11b. For
transmission of the data frame opy, R must wait a time interval denoted as
relay inter-frame spa e (RIFS). RIFS is spe i ally introdu ed as a omponent
of the ooperative proto ol and is not de ned in IEEE 802.11b. RIFS must be
hosen to both allow the dete tion at R of the ACK transmitted by D (RIFS
> SIFS), and prevent frame transmission of other nodes while the ooperation
is taking pla e (RIFS < DIFS). A possible value for RIFS is the point ( oordination fun tion) inter-frame spa e (PIFS). PIFS is de ned in IEEE 802.11b to
allow the point oordination fun tion to have ollision-free a ess to the hannel
for oordinating data frame transmissions in the infrastru ture mode. Choosing
RIFS=PIFS is a possible option when operating the ooperative proto ol in the
ad ho mode, as the point oordination fun tion is not present. This hoi e is
advantageous as the relay node will not need any spe ial s heduling me hanism
on its queues.
The ba ko pro edure at S is same as in IEEE 802.11b. When the predetermined maximum number of transmission attempts is rea hed, the data frame
4

Ex eption to this rule is when multiple frames ontaining the fragments of the same
pa ket are sequentially transmitted by the same sender.
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is dis arded. Spe ial attention is required to handle the transmission sequen e
of ase 2 (Fig. 3).
In this ase, R senses the hannel after SIFS. If the hannel is idle, it indiates that the ACK frame is not being transmitted by D. Then, R begins the
transmission of the data frame it re eived from S at RIFS. Due to the ba ko
pro edure, S annot start retransmission unless it senses the idle hannel for
at least DIFS > RIFS. As explained above, RIFS is hosen arefully so that S
nds the hannel busy after SIFS if R is trying to help the transmission between S and D. If D re eives the frame transmitted by R, D sends ACK to S .
On re eiving ACK, S an els its ba ko pro edure for retransmission and start
the transmission pro edure for the next data frame. If S does not re eive the
ACK, it goes ahead with the ba ko pro edure as de ned in the IEEE 802.11
standard.When R fails in its attempt to transmit the pa ket to D, S will ontinue its ba ko pro ess (whi h is frozen when R is transmitting) and when the
ba ko ends transmits the pa ket to D.Thus, when the transmission from R is
not su essful, the ba ko pro edure at S does not get a e ted.
As already mentioned, the proposed proto ol does not hange when RTS/CTS
frames are onsidered. When R re eives the RTS and/or CTS from S and/or
D, it does not attempt transmission of its own data frames. However, it keeps
listening and helps deliver the data frame from S to D whenever required.
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Sour e's ow hart

The ow harts of the ooperative proto ol for S and R are shown in Figs. 6
and 7, respe tively. As the ow harts indi ate, some hanges are required in
the MAC proto ol for data transmission when ompared to the IEEE 802.11b
standard. No hanges are required at D for data re eption.
R must know the addresses of both S and D in order to relay data frames
between the two nodes. Note that if traÆ is bidire tional, R an help relay
data frames in both dire tions. Conversely, S and D an fun tion with or without R, and need not know the address of R. Thus, the proto ol and the data
ow between S and D an smoothly adapt to hanging hannel onditions and
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relative lo ations of the three nodes. As already mentioned, the main di eren e
between the proto ol proposed in this se tion and the one in [3℄ is the attempt
made by S to rea h both D and R with the same frame transmission.

3 Results
3.1 Channel Model

The path loss model used in the simulator is as follows:
Esr = Est 

GT  GR  2
(4)2 (d)

(1)

where,
{
{
{
{
{

Esr ; Est : energy per symbol at the re eiver and transmitter, respe tively,
GT ; GR : transmitter and re eiver antenna gain, respe tively,
d: transmitter-re eiver distan e,
: wavelength at the hannel enter frequen y in m,
: path loss exponent, = 2 in free spa e, typi ally 2   4 for environments with stru tures and obsta les [2, 16℄.

Fading is assumed to be Rayleigh slow and at, i.e., the fading oeÆ ients
are onsidered onstant over a single frame transmission. The fading experien ed by any given frame transmission is statisti ally independent of the fading
experien ed by any other frame transmission.
The instantaneous signal to noise ratio at re eiver j given a transmission
from transmitter i is given by:
(i;j )

where,

F

2
)=10 10
= ((Esr  P G=No)  ri;j

(2)
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{ Esr : energy per symbol at the re eiver,
{ P G: pro essing gain due to spreading,
{ No : noise spe tral density of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
hannel
No = KB  T
(3)
{ KB : Boltzmann onstant,
{ ri;j : Rayleigh distributed random variable to model the Rayleigh fading magnitude from node i to j,
{ F : noise gure of the re eiver (10 dB).
3.2 Simulation Results

In this se tion, simulation generated results are dis ussed to assess the performan e gain in IEEE 802.11b when using ooperative proto ols. In the study,
three proto ols are onsidered, i.e., the onventional IEEE 802.11b [1℄, MAC
II in [3℄ (Poly MAC II), and the MAC proto ol proposed in Se tion 2 (UTD
MAC).
Table 1.

Parameters used in simulation

Path Loss Exponent
4
Flat Rayleigh Fading
onstant a ross frame
Average Transmitter Power
100 mW
PHY Header
192 bits
SIFS
10 s
RIFS
30 s
DIFS
50 s
Slot Time
20 s
Vulnerable Period
20 s
Max Retrans. Attempts
6
Frame Size
1023 bytes
Min Contention Window
31 slots
Max Contention Window
255 slots
Arrival Rate
1200 frames/s (saturation)
MAC Header
34 bytes
MAC ACK
14 bytes

The assumptions made and values hosen for the proto ol parameters are
shown in Table 1. Three nodes are used, i.e., S , R, and D. Data ow is either
from S to D only (one-way traÆ ), or bidire tional between S and D (two-way
traÆ ). R does not generate any own traÆ . It is assumed that the three nodes
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have agreed to ooperate. They an freely use any of the four transmission rates
provided by IEEE 802.11b, i.e., 1, 2, 5.5, and 11 Mbps. However, ACK frames
are always transmitted at 1 Mbps to provide maximum reliability.
Fading is assumed independent of the destination, e.g., when S transmits,
the fading experien ed at R is independent of the one at D. Frame error rates
are omputed using [5℄. Multiple on urrent transmission attempts always result in ollision. Propagation delay is assumed negligible. The DCF mode of
operation is used. Neither the virtual arrier sense (RTS/CTS) me hanism, nor
fragmentation are used. The maximum number of transmission attempts per
data frame is 6. Simulation results are obtained using a C++ ustom simulator
and have 5% on den e interval at 95% on den e level. Simulation results are
validated against the analyti al model presented in [4℄.
Saturation load ondition is obtained by hoosing data frame arrival rates
that ex eed the network apa ity. Data frames in ex ess are dropped and not
ounted. Throughput is de ned as the number of MAC payload bits that are
su essfully delivered and a knowledged by D normalized to time. The MAC
and PHY header bits do not ontribute to throughput. A ess delay is the time
taken for a data frame from the instant it rea hes the head of the transmission
queue at S till its rst bit of the su essful transmission attempt is aired by S .
When obtaining the urves for the Poly MAC II proto ol, the relay node is
hosen based on the transmission time gain that an be a hieved if the pa ket
goes through the relay [3℄. The transmission rate for S (R) is hosen based on
the distan e of S (R) from R (D), as indi ated in [3℄. On e a relay is hosen, all
the pa kets from S to D go through the relay R only, i.e., S never attempts to
transmit dire tly to D. Upon orre t re eption, D dire tly transmits the ACK
to S . The UTD MAC urves are obtained by sele ting the transmission rates
for S and R, respe tively, that jointly yield the maximal throughput for ea h
experiment. Cooperation in the UTD MAC is always invoked, regardless of the
lo ation of the three nodes.
Fig. 8(a) shows throughput under saturation load for the three proto ols as
a fun tion of the distan e between S and D. TraÆ is one-way. Four urves are
reported for IEEE 802.11b, one for ea h transmission rate. R is always pla ed
half way between S and D to provide good ondition for ooperation. Under
this ondition, the two ooperative proto ols o er in reased throughput when
ompared to IEEE 802.11b for distan es of 40 m and above. Poly MAC II best
ontribution is rea hed at 70 m and above.
Fig. 8(b) is similar to Fig. 8(a) ex ept that fading is absent in the former.
The ooperative proto ols perform better than the IEEE 802.11b after a
distan e of 60 m, indi ating that the performan e gain is still there, irrespe tive
of whether or not the hannel is a e ted by fading. The sudden transitions in
the throughput are due to the hange in the transmission rates used. Fading
smoothens the transition area, as learly visible in Fig. 8(a).
Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) show throughput and expe ted a ess delay, respe tively,
under saturation load when the S -D distan e is 100 m. R position varies along
the S -D axis. S and D oordinates are (0; 0) and (100; 0), respe tively. R oor-
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dinates are (X; 0), where X is the value on the horizontal axis in both gures.
TraÆ is one-way. The throughput of the ooperative proto ols is signi antly
Table 2.

Bit rate pairs for UTD MAC in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)

S -R distan e (m) 0-10 15-35 40-45 50-55 60 65-100
S Rate (Mbps) 1 11 11 5.5 5.5 2
R Rate (Mbps) 1
2
5.5 5.5 11 11
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a e ted by the position of R. Poly MAC II does not invoke ooperation when
X  20 and X  80 m. The UTD MAC urves onsist of a sequen e of segments, ea h segment being obtained with a spe i pair of transmission rates
for S and R, respe tively. The rate pairs are reported in Table 2 and help explain the UTD MAC plots. Sudden hanges in the plots o ur when the optimal
transmission rate of either S or R hanges. In the 0  X  10 m region the
transmission rate of both S and R is 1 Mbps, as both nodes attempt to rea h D
from approximately the same distan e. In the 15  X  35 m region, however,
R in reases its rate to 2 Mbps, thus providing a faster frame transmission time.
In turn, S hanges to 11 Mbps as it provides the fastest solution to send the
frame to R. In the 65  X  100 m region R in reasingly approa hes D. S
rate goes down to 2 Mbps, whi h is a suitable rate to rea h both R and D.
When only R is rea hed su essfully by the frame, R rate of 11 Mbps delivers
the frame to D at full speed, taking advantage of the redu ed distan e to D.
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Table 3.

Bit rate pairs for UTD MAC in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)

R's Y position from S -D axis (m) 0-20 25-30 35-75
S Rate (Mbps)
2
2
1
R Rate (Mbps)
2
1
1

Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) shows throughput and expe ted a ess delay, respe tively, under saturation load when the S -D distan e is 150 m. R position varies
orthogonal to the S -D axis. S and D oordinates are (0; 0) and (150; 0), respe -
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tively. R oordinates are (75; Y ), where Y is the value on the horizontal axis
in both gures. TraÆ is two-way. In this s enario, Poly MAC II never invokes
ooperation. Only IEEE 802.11b and UTD MAC are shown then. Even when
R is 75 m away from the S -D axis, the ooperative proto ol yields a noti eable
throughput gain over IEEE 802.11b. The behavior of the a ess delay urve for
UTD MAC as Y in reases an be explained by inspe ting the transmission rates
used by S and R (Table 3). The step like delay in rease in the 20  Y  30 m
region o urs due to the rate redu tion from 1 to 2 Mbps performed by R rst,
then by S . It must be noted that R rate is de reased before S rate is, as R must
ensure reliable delivery to D, whereas S an be more aggressive given that R
an provide a ba kup transmission attempt. In the 35  Y  75 m region the
a ess delay in reases slightly and it ex eeds the delay of IEEE 802.11. This is
be ause all nodes use 1 Mbps and the transmission via R takes longer time than
the dire t transmission from S to D. At Y = 0 m, UTD MAC performs three
times better than IEEE 802.11b and when Y = 75 m UTD MAC performs two
times better than IEEE 802.11b.
Overall, both ooperative proto ols o er tangible performan e gains when
ompared to IEEE 802.11b if R is onveniently lo ated between S and D. UTD
MAC appears to be somewhat more exible in a ommodating the various
positions of R.

4 Con lusion
The paper investigated the use of ooperative ommuni ations te hniques to
enhan e the IEEE 802.11b MAC proto ol ability to ope with radio signal
degradation with and without fading hannel. Two ooperative MAC proto ols
were ompared, i.e., the one in [3℄ and the one presented in the paper. Both
ooperative proto ols have the potential to yield higher throughput and lower
laten y when ompared to the onventional IEEE 802.11b proto ol. Alternatively, the maximum transmission span between the sour e and destination for
a desired throughput target an be in reased by up to 50% when using the
ooperative proto ols.
All these features may help a hieve improved onne tivity and network performan e in ad ho appli ations, where nodes' relative lo ations are diÆ ult to
ontrol and predi t. However, as indi ated in this study, to fully harness ooperative ommuni ations in IEEE 802.11b, the ooperating nodes must be able
to arefully sele t their transmission rates. This subje t will be addressed in a
future work on this topi .
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